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With all the demands of youth ministry, you are certain to encounter times when you need a fun

game but don't have a lot of time to prepare. With this book you will always be ready. Inside you will

find 20 no prep games. Each 15-minute game is easy to use and rarely requires any special

supplies. Whenever your teenagers need to have some "fun in a flash," you'll be ready. A

must-have resource for every youth leader!
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As a youth pastor, ice breakers and games are a part of ministry. Though they are not the most

important aspect, they still should be done with creativity and excellance.This book is helpful with

ice breakers and games because it is made easy! It gives 29 ideas and they are the type that do not

require all the preparation. They really can be done with no sweet.The material could be helpful to a

youth pastor, leader, or volunteer to ease up the burden of coming up with something fresh and new

all the time.We do an ice breaker before Wednesday night service starts and the first game went

over well with my group!

The ideas in here are common knowledge or easily found as you probably have been researching

easy games. I would say look elsewhere for resources. If you want to have a easy handout for a

youth pastor/leader starting then this is still a viable resource although there are better

I wasn't very impressed with the size of the book, however it you are in a bind and need a quick



game it has some fun stuff in it.

Didn't find this very helpful. A lot of the same kind of stuff you will find online. Only 4-5 games I

would even consider trying.

These are good for a pinch, but need a little more substance for a class hour. Easy to use though to

supplement a planned lesson.

This 24 page booklet contains very basic games you can do anywhere, but many of the games are

just variations of each other. If you already know 3 games/mixers, then you don't need this book. It

is stapled, not bound, and thus not very durable. The games are appropriate for youth, but are not

religous in nature and do not provide info about how to tie the games to a ministry message.

I work with Elementary age kids at a chuch. Out of thirty something games explained in the book

about 25 of them are very relavent to kids and we have been able to use. It is a GREAT and

CHEAP buy. As I said A MUST HAVE for youth and children church workers.

The nice thing about this book is that there is no preparation needed for any of these games. The

bad thing is that many of these games seem like "filler" games to me, meaning they don't seem like

they would be all that fun (although, I admit, I haven't tried those that look boring) but would just be

used as something to do to fill a time slot.
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